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ABSTRACT

In Czech, the phonological contrast of voicing
is primarily realized by the presence or absence
of the fundamental frequency. However, this
main correlate is missing in whisper, because the
vocal folds do not vibrate. The present study
explored the acoustical and perceptual side of this
phonological contrast. Firstly, it compared the
duration of voicing counterparts of Czech plosives
and fricatives embedded in modal and whispered
pseudowords. The duration of voicing counterparts
differed significantly, but the durational ratios
were smaller in whisper than in modal phonation.
Secondly, a perception experiment was created from
the whispered stimuli, assessing the recognisability
of whispered obstruents in phonetic context only.
Listeners recognised many obstruents especially
in the medial position, but substantial variability
between individual voicing pairs was found.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Whisper is used in various communicative situations
with many functions [1]. In most cases, speakers
want to be understood and the ongoing usage
of whisper therefore suggests its (at least partial)
intelligibility. Whisper is a type of phonation
defined by the absence of vocal folds vibration
(the only source signal is noise). However,
in many languages, the presence or absence of
voicing is exploited phonologically and some
minimal pairs could become indistinguishable in
whisper. The situational context of a given utterance
provides syntactic, semantic and pragmatic cues that
usually disqualify one member of the minimal pair.
Nevertheless, the question of the relative importance
of these cues remains.

Experiments that placed whispered voicing pairs
in isolated syllables or short words (limiting the
context to phonetic cues) have showed that listeners
were able to discriminate voicing counterparts
with an above chance success [2, 3, 4]. Other

studies have investigated various acoustic cues that
could differentiate voicing counterparts, suggesting
duration of the target consonants as the most
promising parameter [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. However,
the majority of the above mentioned research
concerned English in which phonological voicing
strongly depends on aspiration (less affected in
whisper). A deeper examination of the production
and perception of voicing pairs in languages like
Czech, which base this contrast on phonetic voicing
[9], could be beneficial. Phonological voicing has
been rarely studied for whispered Czech, but [10]
have found differences in the duration of fricative
voicing counterparts and the ability of speakers to
distinguish them in minimal phonetic context.

The present study continues in this line of
research, but extends the set of voicing pairs to
fricatives and plosives. It addresses the perceptual
aspect through the evaluation of listeners’ ability
to identify the voicing counterparts in whisper
solely on the basis of phonetic cues (in nonsense
pseudowords). From the perspective of production,
it compares the duration (a possible correlate of
phonological voicing) of voicing counterparts in
both phonation types. The main research questions
can be summarised as follows:
• Is the phonological contrast of voicing

perceptually retained in whisper?
• Do the voicing counterparts differ in duration

(in both phonation types)?

2. METHOD

2.1. Material

The study included 7 pairs of Czech obstruents with
the same place of articulation, four plosive and three
fricative pairs: /p b/, /t d/, /c é/, /k g/, /f v/, /s z/,
/S Z/. These 14 phonemes were combined with the
vowel /a/ into simple CV syllables, subsequently
forming trisyllabic pseudowords adhering to Czech
phonotactics [9]. Only consonants in the first and
second syllable were analysed (the initial and medial
position). Each phoneme appeared in ten different
pseudowords for each position, creating a total of
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140 unique stimuli (each containing an initial and
medial target obstruent). These were complemented
by 70 filler pseudowords. All non-analysed syllables
featured a wider range of phonemes in order to
avoid monotony. Each combination of initial and
medial target obstruent repeated maximally three
times and the stimuli were controlled for similarity
with real Czech words. A sample of target and filler
pseudowords is presented in Table 1.

Target stimuli Fillers
/taSamu/ /zavako/ /fadaju/ /jovukI/
/katapI/ /pavalE/ /Zaéafo/ /lExara/

Table 1: Examples of target and filler
pseudowords. Target phonemes are in bold.

2.2. Speakers and recording

All stimuli were randomly divided into 5 blocks (the
assignment was done separately for each phonation).
The pseudowords were written in normal Czech
ortography and they were placed in lines of six
(separated by commas) with the first and last word
randomly chosen from the set of fillers. The stimuli
were recorded in a sound-treated studio by 10 native
speakers of Czech (5 men, 18–26 years old) with no
speech disorders. They did not receive any reward.
Each of them had a unique order of blocks, but
modal and whispered blocks always alternated. The
speakers were instructed to read with normal effort
and at moderate tempo, separating each word with
a small pause. Stimuli produced in an incorrect
phonation or with hesitation were repeated at the
end of the session. The recordings were saved
in uncompressed PCM format with a sampling
frequency of 44.1 kHz and with 24-bit quantisation.

2.3. Acoustical analysis

All recordings were manually annotated in Praat
[11] following the segmentation rules described
in [12]. Whenever the nature of whispered
speech prevented the use of the typical cues, the
placement of boundaries was guided mainly by
the changes of amplitude in the oscillogram. The
analysis of the temporal data was performed in
R using the packages rPraat, tidyverse and boot
[13, 14, 15, 16]. In order to compare data
from speakers with different articulation rates, the
duration of each phone was multiplied by the mean
articulation rate of the given speaker and divided
by 10. The normalised values thus corresponded
to the articulation rate of 10 phones/second. Only

phones in the first two syllables were used for the
calculation of the mean articulation rate, because
the final syllables could have been affected by
final lengthening and determining their precise
boundaries was problematic. The duration of
plosives was not measured in the initial position.

The effect of voicing on normalised duration
was statistically evaluated with linear mixed effects
models using the package lme4 [17] in R. The
fixed factors were (phonological) voicing, voicing
pair, sex and position; random factors were speaker
(with random slopes for voicing) and pseudoword.
The significance of the factor of voicing and its
interactions with other fixed factors was determined
by Likelihood Ratio Tests.

2.4. Perception experiment

The perception experiment contained stimuli from
4 speakers (2 men). There were 28 whispered
pseudowords (representing each target obstruent in
both positions) selected from each of them. The
stimuli were chosen to have duration values close
to the mean values of the given target phoneme and
speaker. Each pseudoword occured only once in
the whole experiment. The participants (29 native
speakers of Czech, 9 men, the interquartile range
of age 22–53 years) were presented with a word
in which the target phoneme was replaced with
an underscore. They could replay the recording
once. They chose the missing phoneme from a list
that contained 19 consonants that occured in the
stimuli. The target stimuli were complemented by
32 fillers (8 from each speaker), asking for non-
target consonants. The stimuli followed in a random
order. The participants practiced the operation of the
experiment with 8 training stimuli. The perception
experiment was performed online using Psytoolkit
[18, 19] and it took 10–20 minutes. The participants
could take two breaks and were instructed to wear
headphones and to do the experiment in a silent
setting. They did not receive any reward.

Although listeners could choose from a list of 19
consonants, the answers that incorrectly identified
features other than voicing amounted to only 2%
of all responses and were excluded from further
analyses. An identification index was calculated
for each listener and target obstruent (e.g. 0.75
for medial /s/, indicating that the given listener
recognised 3 of 4 occurences of that obstruent).
These indices served for the statistical analysis of
the mean identification score of each group with the
binomial test using the package Hmisc [20] in R.
The result was considered significant if the error bar
did not include the value 0.5 (chance level).
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3. RESULTS

3.1. Duration of target obstruents

Table 2 provides the durational data of the target
obstruents in modal phonation. The effect of voicing
on normalised duration was statistically significant
(α = 0.05, p < 0.001), as were the interactions of
voicing with the fixed factors of voicing pair (p <
0.001), position (p < 0.001) and sex (p = 0.0031).

voicing pair position difference (ms) ratio
/p b/ medial 31.0 1.36
/t d/ medial 42.9 1.63
/c é/ medial 34.9 1.40
/k g/ medial 34.4 1.42

initial 53.8 1.55
/f v/ medial 54.5 1.72

initial 38.4 1.33
/s z/ medial 58.3 1.62

initial 37.1 1.30
/S Z/ medial 50.7 1.52

Table 2: Differences and ratios of mean
normalised duration of phonologically voiceless
to voiced obstruents in modal phonation.

The same measurements were taken for
whispered stimuli, as shown in Table 3. The
effect of voicing on normalised duration was also
statistically significant (α = 0.05, p < 0.001),
as were the interactions with the fixed factors
of voicing pair, position and sex (p < 0.001
for all interactions). Higher values of voiceless
counterparts were present among all voicing pairs,
with mean differences in lower tens of milliseconds.

voicing pair position difference (ms) ratio
/p b/ medial 23.6 1.25
/t d/ medial 37.9 1.50
/c é/ medial 25.1 1.27
/k g/ medial 17.8 1.20

initial 60.0 1.88
/f v/ medial 41.2 1.52

initial 36.2 1.36
/s z/ medial 34.5 1.35

initial 28.9 1.27
/S Z/ medial 31.1 1.33

Table 3: Differences and ratios of mean
normalised duration of phonologically voiceless
to voiced obstruents in whispered phonation.

Since longer duration of voiceless obstruents was
found in both phonation types, Figure 1 compares
the mean voiceless to voiced ratios of normalised
duration in both. In medial position, the durational

contrast was significantly smaller in whisper for four
voicing pairs and the same tendency was present
in the other three pairs. On the other hand, modal
initial fricatives had similar ratios as their whispered
variants. The initial /f v/ showed great variability
in duration (also enhanced by the difficulties in
delimiting their boundaries), which reduces the
reliability of the respective results.

3.2. Perception experiment

Listeners have successfully identified 78% of all
target obstruents (success rates ranged between 61–
87% for individual listeners). Figure 2 provides the
mean identification scores for each target obstruent
in both positions. There were apparent differences
– while the pairs /t d/ and /f v/ were recognised in
both positions, none of the palatal plosives reached
statistical significance. The group of initial voiced
obstruents tended to have the lowest scores.

4. DISCUSSION

The modal stimuli have mostly confirmed the
durational differences reported by [10, 21], although
the ratios for fricatives were 20–30 percentage
points lower (but in the same order of voicing
pairs). The results for whispered fricatives were
also in line with [10]. Shorter duration of voiced
obstruents in modal phonation is caused by their
complex articulation, which includes conflicting
aerodynamic conditions [22]. However, the same
constraints do not apply for whisper and therefore
the observed differences (although smaller than in
modal phonation) have to be explained differently.

The perception experiment showed that listeners
were quite successful in discriminating the voicing
counterparts solely on the basis of phonetic
cues. Interestingly, the recognisability of individual
obstruents can be linked to the durational ratios of
the respective voicing pairs – the pairs /t d/ and /f v/
had the highest ratios (above 1.5), while the bilabial
and palatal plosives had the lowest ones (up to
1.3). The importance of duration would also explain
another pattern in the perception data, namely
the higher recognisability of obstruents in medial
position, since it provides more obvious boundaries
for the target phones. It is also noteworthy that
the listeners did not choose voiceless obstruents
more often than voiced ones. On the contrary,
they balanced their responses despite the absence of
voicing and the bias created by Czech phonological
inventory (voiceless obstruents are more frequent
than voiced ones, except for the pair /f v/ [23]).

However, the high identification scores of
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Figure 1: The ratios of the mean normalised durations of all target obstruents. The error bars indicate the 95%
confidence intervals (with the Bonferroni correction for n = 10) calculated with the bootstrap method.

Figure 2: The mean identification scores for each target obstruent in both positions. The error bars indicate the
95% confidence intervals (with the Bonferroni correction for n = 28).

phonemes /t d/ and /f v/ are probably caused by
multiple factors. Although they phonologically form
pairs, their place and/or manner of articulation is
considerably different. This is most prominent in
the first pair, which consists of a dento-alveolar
[t] that contrasts with a (post-)alveolar [d] (often
realised as a tap [R]) [24]. Similarly, the Czech
/v/ acoustically resembles an approximant rather
than a fricative, especially in intervocalic position
[25]. Since the features of place and manner are
relatively well preserved in whisper (as supported
by [3] and the minor amount of other-than-voicing
errors in the present perception experiment), they
might have raised the identification scores of these
two pairs. Moreover, both taps and approximants
are associated with shorter durations, which further
enhances the durational difference.

It seems that the phonological voicing contrast
is partially preserved in whisper, especially in
medial position. The voiced obstruents were

found to be significantly shorter than their voiceless
counterparts. This result supports the redundant cue
hypothesis as described by van de Velde and van
Heuven [8], because the durational ratios in whisper
were less pronounced than in modal phonation and
speakers were probably not trying to enhance the
differences between voicing counterparts in order to
compensate for the absent voicing.

Further research is needed to overcome the
limitations of the present study, which focused
on obstruents in isolated pseudowords with simple
syllabic structure. Moreover, the material consisted
of read speech and the results cannot be generalised
to spontaneous interactions. The production and
perception part suggested a connection between
durational ratios and recognisability of voicing pairs
in whisper, but only indirectly, since the stimuli were
not controlled for other parameters. It would be
desirable to perform perception experiments with
manipulated stimuli differing only in duration.
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